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WORK EXPERIENCE 

Director of Finance @ WestGate Church 
FEB 2019 - CURRENT // San Jose, CA 

➢ Managed large complex finance-related programs in a church of 3000+ 
attendees, 40+ staff members, and $9MM+ annual budget 

➢ Automated significant portions of month-end reconciliations and 
reduced recon turnaround time by 80%  

➢ Revamped manual and error-prone budget creation process across 60 
departments, eliminating 90% of meetings, increasing stakeholder 
satisfaction, and accurately completing the process in record time 

Software Engineer Intern @ Livestack 
FEB 2021 - MAR 2021 // San Francisco, CA 

➢ Developed backend endpoints in Express for users to follow one another, 
pay tips, and add/change default payment methods using Stripe  

➢ Designed and developed React frontend functionality for users to 
follow/unfollow one another  

➢ Created unit and integration tests to increase test coverage for payments 
and follow/unfollow backend endpoints 

Youth Pastor @ New Life Vision Church, Vision Community Church 
OCT 2015 - DEC 2018 // Los Angeles, CA 

➢ Developed student information tracking spreadsheet app used by staff 
and volunteers, which led to a 20% increase in student satisfaction 

➢ Trained and developed a team of 20 volunteers to mentor and 
empathetically counsel students, while increasing team morale 

➢ Created and presented motivational leadership and character 
development content weekly to over 100 students  

Business Analyst @ Anritsu 
OCT 2013 - AUG 2015 // Morgan Hill, CA 

➢ Regularly presented data analysis to executives and influenced business 
decisions, reducing $400,000 in annual shipping expenses and 
improving customer service issue resolution turnaround times by 20% 

➢ Developed VBA programs to reduce time spent creating key reports by 
75%, allowing stakeholders to get actionable data on a regular basis 

Business Transformation Consultant @ IBM 
AUG 2010 - NOV 2012 // San Francisco, CA 

➢ Managed the collaboration between end-users and developers to ensure 
that reporting system development met business requirements  

➢ Developed complex SQL-based test scripts to validate accuracy of 
reporting system, and trained incoming team members in SQL 

➢ Created detailed documentation on business processes and reporting 
system functional specifications 

PROGRAMMING SKILLS 
Languages: 

Javascript, Python, HTML, CSS 

Technologies & Frameworks: 

React, Node.js, Express.js, 
jQuery, Three.js, Flask  

Database & Cloud Storage: 

SQL, PostgreSQL, AWS S3 

Testing:  

Jest, Supertest, React Testing 
Library, Jasmine 

EDUCATION 
Rithm School 
NOV 2020 - MAR 2021  

// San Francisco, CA 

Full Stack Software Engineering 

Northwestern University 
SEP 2006 - JUN 2010  

// Evanston, IL 

B.S. in Industrial Engineering 

Minor in Economics 

WEB PROJECTS 

Jobly - Job listing application 

built using Express, React, and 
PostgreSQL.  Demo | GitHub 

Friender - Friend finding app 

built using Python, Flask, React, 
PostgreSQL, AWS S3.  Demo | 
Github 

Warbler - Twitter clone built 

using Python, Flask, and 
PostgreSQL.  Demo | Github 

https://seanmkim.com/
https://github.com/s34n-k1m
https://www.linkedin.com/in/seanmkim/
https://jobly.demo.seanmkim.com/
https://github.com/s34n-k1m/jobly-frontend-react
https://friender.demo.seanmkim.com/
https://github.com/s34n-k1m/friender-frontend-react
https://seankim-warbler.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/s34n-k1m/warbler-flask

